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P R E F A C E

During the last years electronic computation and data processing methods have reached a comparatively high level of maturity. More and more complicated forms of input data: numerical, alpha-numerical, textual can be handled automatically and processed by electronic computers. Last time a growing
attention is paid to the picture processing. Graphical and pictorial forms of information play an important role anywhere a human individuum is linked on an
informational system as its element. This is a consequence of the fact that a human visual tract is distinguished by its possibility to parallel information
processing and by its flexibility to changing circumstances. That is why the problem of immediate visual
information exchange between man and computer arises
as a very actual one. The recognition of patterns by
specialized automata or by electronic computers is a
first step toward the solution of this problem. The
pictures being of interest in many practical applications are not only typewritten or handwritten texts,
but also graphics, electronic sahemas, graphs, fingerprints, meteorogio~l charts, miarophotos eta. Under
certain assumptions they can be divided into less or
more formalized classes to be discriminated automatically. It seems to us reasonable to consider the pia-
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tures as some expressions of a "planar" language~ subjected to a certain number of morphological and syn~
tactical rules. An identification of the sets of grammatical rules corresponding to the given classes of
patterns is a problem of interest if a pattern recognition algorithm is to be chosen. No universal "planar"
language seems to exist and no universal pattern recognition algorithm for a computer seems to be possible~ as well. Nevertheless~ the linguistic approach
turns out as a more effective one when composite patterns are dealt with. The other methods based on geostatistical or functional models of patterns
recognition can be included as fragmentary ones in the
structural-linguistic anaZusis of a composite pattern.
A need of an universal meta-language for the description and theoretical investigation of "planar" languages that are used in particular situations arised.
In our opinion~ this can be reached on the basis of a
general approach offered by a general theory of relations. This last can be specified in such a way that
any simple or composite picture is considered as a
realization of a generalized relation described on an
ordered family of sets of local input signal values.
This idea developed in the below given lectures. It
will be shown that a kind of Boolean algebra can be
defined on the set of possible relations. The well
known methods of Boolean functions minimization thus
metrical~

aan be used in order to minimize the length of an expression formally describing a pattern.
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The considerations will be illustrated by
numerical examples. However, they could not be considered as recommendations for the solutions of practical problems.
This is my duty and a great pleasure to express here my best thanks to Professor Luigi Sobrero
and to Professor Angelo Marzollo for their initiative
of including the lectures being given below to the
program of CISM Summer School in June, 19?1.

Udine, June 19?1

